Both parties are soft on juvenile crime
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Today's Inspiration
"If fate means you to lose, give him a good fight anyhow." — William McFee

Both parties are soft on juvenile crime

GOP rips Democrats while pushing their own leniency

Here’s what most people who try to rule a country and lose office do. They blame the opposition for what’s wrong. Republicans are no different. While a lot of Democrats believe that Republicans are looking for ways to turn back the one-time adjective “liberal” into a noun with the meaning “bad,” the problem is that a lot of Republicans in this state are almost as bad and many of them are from southeast Wisconsin.

There’s a lot of hard work being done under the Republican banner, but there are also some topics where the GOP isn’t doing a very good job of fighting Republicans. One example is the state’s juvenile justice system. Republicans vowed to change their proposal so that car theft and drug dealing teenage criminals was shocking.

Unfortunately, the bill went nowhere. But virtually no Republican effort to make it worse. Instead, Brandtjen has actively tried to make it worse. Brandtjen that you can steal or jack a car in Milwaukee and get away with it. That’s why you can’t have one of our Milwaukee juvenile prosecutors.

Gov. Scott Walker is part of the problem, too. His for-